JOB OPPORTUNITY

BRICKLAYER (LITHUANIA)
WORKING CONDITIONS:
-Multiwheel construction
-Carrying materials using the crane (no need to carry them yourself)
-Work by the performance.
-Work with bricks of 25cm * 12cm * 10cm
-Minimum rate of 0.8 cubic in 8 hours, per cube - 40 euros;
-Salary from €1000 to €1700.
REST AND LIVING CONDITIONS:
-28 calendar days per year on a paid holiday.
-Work from 8 to 10 hours per day.
-Worker will be deducted 100 euros from their salaries for their accommodation
As well utilities (internet, heating, electricity) 10-15 euros.
-Employees are taken to work and home for free.
THE EMPLOYER PROVIDES:
-D Schengen visa for a year.
-Employee with a good performance receives an ID card after 1 year.
-Work clothes for free.
-All necessary work safety measures.
-Work tools.
-Insured by social insurance.
-Free medicine
-Training and work awareness.
REQUIREMENTS:
-Work experience of at least 3 years.
-Knowledge of work safety.
-Ability to install formwork (overlays, columns and wall formworks)
-English language skills.
-Knowledge of Russian language skills (having at least one team member with ability to speak
Russian).
-Responsible, neat, not drinking alcohol, willing to study person.
CONCRETE WORKER
WORKING CONDITIONS:

-Multiwheel construction.
-Carrying materials using the crane (no need to carry them yourself).
-Work by the performance.
-Minimum rate of 0.7 cubic in 8 hours, per cube – from €40 to €70 depending on the difficulty.
-Salary from €1000 to €2500.
REST AND LIVING CONDITIONS
-28 calendar days per year on a paid holiday.
-Work from 8 to 10 hours per day.
-Worker will be deducted 100 euros from their salaries for their accommodation
As well utilities (internet, heating, electricity) 10-15 euros.
-Employees are taken to work and home for free.
THE EMPLOYER PROVIDES:
-D Schengen visa for a year.
-Employee with a good performance receives an ID card after 1 year.
-Work clothes for free.
-All necessary work safety measures.
-Work tools.
-Insured by social insurance.
-Free medicine
-Training and work awareness.
REQUIREMENTS:
-Work experience of at least 3 years.
-Knowledge of work safety.
-Ability to install formwork (overlays, columns and wall formworks)
-English language skills.
-Knowledge of Russian language skills (having at least one team member with ability to speak
Russian).
-Responsible, neat, not drinking alcohol, willing to study person.

